
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of systems
administration. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for systems administration

Effectively engage with global teams and experts to manage and administer
the Kronos windows servers infrastructure
Serve as technical expert responsible for the windows scripting, product
infrastructure management, infrastructure monitoring and infrastructure
operatoins
Be responsible for coding, testing, documentation and implementation for
the batch scripting required for Kronos environment
Supporting our customer facing websites ensuring that they are running
efficiently and constantly seeking to improve performance wherever possible
Assisting in deploying new code releases into the test and production
environments
Attending training which will enable you to contribute in development and
maintenance of our wide mix of web servers
Working closely with the Java developers, analysts, other support teams and
business users to support in dealing with production issues and project work
Responsible for the overall technical implementation of the GEP On Demand
spend management solution software modules
Conduct project meetings and lead tracking and monitoring both
implementation of and future software configurations and enhancements
Define project scope, project plans, time frames, and identify required
resources
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Experience with IT Infrastructure Management/Monitoring Tools and
Techniques
Experience working with engineers, other systems administrators and
computer/facility support personnel to develop concepts, designs and the
instantiation of total system solutions (including test and integration
environments)
Experience evaluating competing ideas and analyzing trade-offs
Experience with NAS and/or SAN storage technologies
Possess experience in oral and written communications with the ability to
translate technical concepts and program information to executive and senior
manager audiences
Possess experience in or have been exposed to customer service skills to
engage customers, stakeholders, and other service providers in an on-going
dialogue to meet tactical and strategic goals


